
Computational Fluid Dynamics

Exercise 2 – Various discretization methods

Description

As in Exercise 1, we consider the inhomogeneous convection-diffusion equation

dφ

dx
− k

d2φ

dx2
= S on 0 ≤ x ≤ 1, with φ(0) = 0, φ(1) = 1.

The right-hand side is given by

S(x) =

{

2 − 5x , 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.4,

0 , 0.4 < x ≤ 1.

The Matlab file cfd 2 solves this equation with a number of finite-difference (-volume) me-
thods. Several types of discretization are employed; the solutions obtained with these dis-
cretizations are shown in one combination figure – the exact solution is also indicated. Each
figure shows eight smaller pictures, arranged as indicated below:

uniform grid upwind smart upwind
lambda schemes B3 (λ = 1/2) QUICK (λ = 1/8) central (λ = 0)
nonuniform grid upwind central A central B

Two types of grid are used: uniform grids and non-uniform (stretched) grids. The stretched
grid possesses N/2 equal grid cells between 0 and 1 − 5k, and N/2 equal grid cells between
1 − 5k and 1.

The Matlab script also gives the eigenvalues of Method B; they are displayed in Matlab’s
main window.

Required files

This exercise requires the files cfd 2.m, cfd upw.m, cfd lam.m, cfd cen.m, ns exact.m.

Questions to be solved on the computer

Compute the solutions for k = 0.05, k = 0.01 and k = 0.001 (i.e. P = 1, 5 and 50). Use a
grid with N = 20 grid cells

1. Compare the upwind results with those of the ‘smart upwind’ method for the same
values of k; give a personal opinion of the usefullness of the latter method in comparison
with the ‘standard’ upwind.

2. Compare the results of the lambda-schemes (cf. Section 1.3.2) with those of the up-
wind method; watch features like wiggle-dependency and artificial diffusion. Determine
empirically for which value of k the QUICK method starts to wiggle, and explain this
‘wiggle boundary’ theoretically (see Question 5 below).
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3. Finally, consider the results on the stretched grid. Compare the upwind method and
both generalizations (A and B) of the central method (cf. Section 1.6). Describe the
difference between the discrete solutions; why has the upwind solution not improved?

4. On the stretched grid, determine empirically the value of k for which one of the eigenva-
lues of the coefficient matrix of Method B crosses the imaginary axis. Furthermore, try
to find a value of k for which the coefficient matrix is approximately singular. Watch
how the solution of Method B behaves at this singularity.

Questions to be solved by pencil-and-paper

5. Prove that λ ≥ max(1

2
− k

h
, 0) is a sufficient condition for the upwind-biased lambda

schemes from Eq. (1.15) on page 12 to be wiggle-free. In particular show that the
QUICK method is wiggle-free for P ≤ 8/3. Hint: Try fundamental solutions of the
form ri, and monitor the sign of r.

6. Discretize the convection-diffusion equation

dφ

dx
− k

d2φ

dx2
= 0 on 0 ≤ x ≤ 1,

with Dirichlet boundary conditions

φ(0) = 0, φ(1) = 1.

Use a nonuniform grid with only one interior grid point at x = 1 − 2k; k remains an
unspecified variable here. Use the discretization methods A and B. In both cases, A and
B, solve the discrete system (which in fact is only one equation). Sketch both solutions
using linear interpolation between the grid points. Compute the exact solution of the
convection-diffusion equation (at x = 1−2k) as well. Which discrete solution is better?
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